
Minutes for KMIP TC weekly meeting 30-May-2013 
 

1. Called to order by Bob Griffin at 4 pm EDT. 
2. Roll taken by BobG; quorum was achieved. 
3. Agenda approval: Re-Key discussion postponed for next week’s call since Bruce is on vacation. 

TimH moves that agenda be accepted as proposed; Krishna seconds. Hearing no objections or 
abstentions, agenda is approved. 

4. Minutes for 23-May-2013 meeting are not yet available; review of minutes is deferred. 
5. Template discussion: Profile templates have been posted and documents are being updated. 

Feedback from TC members on base profile is welcome.  
6. Specification document. Marina M. has left the KMIP TC; a new co-editor for KMIP spec is 

needed. Kelley Burgin expresses his interest in serving as Co-editor to replace Marina. Saikat 
nominates Kelley, Tim seconds. No other nominations are put forward. Kiran moves that Kelley 
be appointed co-editor; Tim seconds. Hearing no objections or abstentions, Kelley is appointed 
as the co-editor. 

7. KMIP face to face discussion: AI: Bob will put up a straw poll over the weekend for a 2-day face 
to face in August/Sept/Oct. Members are encouraged to send over suggestions for place and 
date. Focus of the face to face will be where to take KMIP post 1.2, will it be a major release such 
as 2.0 or a minor point release as 1.3? 

8. Weekly meetings: Meeting on 4th July is cancelled due to the US Independence day holiday. 
Discussions around moving to a bi-weekly meeting schedule during July/August due to vacations 
taken by TC members. AI: BobG to include on agenda for next week’s meeting. 

9. Major outstanding issue for V1.2: Re-key – Will discuss in next week’s call when Bruce is back. 
10. Documentation: Tim is wrapping up profile documents before end of June, Kiran and Kelley to 

wrap up attestation test cases if there are any real life usage, Judy: Outstanding issues for Usage-
guide are text on compromised state and cryptographic usage.  Also sanity check between 
specification and usage guide. Stan has already provided ASI naming for tapes to Judy for the 
usage guide. AI: Judy plans to post new version of the document by next weekly call. 

11. Line numbers: Hal found out that line numbers are not mandatory for normative documents; it is 
up to the team administrators. AI: BobG to confirm with Paul/Chet and then editors will add or 
remove line numbers from documents and make them consistent. 

12. Use case document: Bob and Subhash will work on this. Judy proposed to add the future work 
post 1.2 in the use case document. 

13. Interop: Tim to send out note to TC members. Tim also pointed out that during this interop, 
some participants may not be TC members which could be interesting. 

14. Errata document: AI: Bob will update to include the incorrect references to creator and move the 
ballot to approve as Committee Specification Draft in next week’s meeting. 

15. KMIP 1.1 Difference document: Saikat moves that KMIP co-chairs initiate a Full Majority ballot 1) 
to move the “KMIP V1.1 Differences wd02” document as posted by BobG on 30-May-2013 to 
Committee Note Draft and 2) to request OASIS to publish the document if the ballot passes. Tim 
seconds. Hearing no objections or abstentions, the motion passes. AI: BobG will initiate a ballot. 

 
Tim moves that the meeting be adjourned, Bob L. seconds. Hearing no objections or abstentions, 
meeting adjourns at 4:32 pm EDT. 
 


